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He pointed out that it would delay the great raid
by four weeks, and even if successful it would not
achieve anything like so valuable a result as that
anticipated from the scheme which was actually in
the post. A reply came that it was not intended
that stunt number two should delay or interfere
with the main autumn operation, which remained
essentially the first consideration. It was thought
that stunt number two, following closely upon stunt
number one, would be of the utmost value. If the
provision of camel-men was the difficulty, it was
suggested that the personnel of Peake's Egyptian
Camel Corps supplemented by Lawrence's braves
would meet the case. Lawrence himself would be
flown over in a day or two, if possible, to make
everything right. Joyce and I discussed this tele-
gram with some grinding of teeth, and decided that
there was nothing for it but to use some of the price-
less camels to put out a dump for stunt number one,
and to await further comments when our scheme
had been digested at G.H.Q.
Meanwhile Lawrence flew over and explained,
what could not have been said in the telegram, that
General Allenby was already preparing for his great
advance, which was timed to take place at the be-
ginning of October. All idea of prolonged opera-
tions by the Arab flying column was thus out of the
question. What was wanted was a swift and sud-
den blow with the object of cutting the Turkish
communications in the first week of October, just
before Allenby's attack. This put a different
complexion on the matter, though it did not ex-
plain why Joyce had been saddled with the I.C.C.
without having been consulted. He did not agree
with Lawrence that their descent upon Akaba

